Introducing Interior Aluminum Doors

➤ Class II Clear Anodize
➤ Wide Stile Layout
➤ Multiple Glass Types
➤ Sizes up to 4/0 9/0
➤ ADA Compliant
Doormerica Interior Aluminum Doors are the perfect solution when your project calls for a swinging aluminum door. Our heavy duty construction and versatile stile layout accommodates most popular hardware applications while meeting the needed job code requirements.

**FEATURING:**

- Class II Clear Anodize
- Factory Welded Corners
- Sizing up to 4/0 9/0
- Multiple Glass Designs: Rain • Reed • Clear Tempered White Lami • P516 Obscure Open for glass by others
- ADA Title 24 Compliant
- Prepped for standard weight hinges 4.5”x 4.5”x .134 with cylindrical, mortise locks, or panic hardware preps.
Glass Options:

- Stile
- 1/2
- 9-1/2
- 5 1/2
- 5
- 1/2

- White Laminant
- P516 Obscure
- Reed
- Rain
- Clear Tempered
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Dimensions:
- Top Rail: 5
- Bottom Rail: 9-1/2
- Stile: 5
Interior Aluminum Doors